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broader, GRDC-invested transformative
soil project.
“In just 15 minutes, with an aggregate
stability test, they saved us more than $50,000.”
Jack had thought a hard-setting area
of the paddock needed gypsum. However,
it was hard-setting because of a naturally
poor soil structure, which can only be
improved by building organic matter and
stubble cover.
Professor Bennett says Jack’s story
highlights the importance of accurate soil
constraint diagnosis before investing in
amelioration.
He says industry reliance on measuring
sodicity to indicate soil instability is
misplaced. Of the 61 farms he and
Dr Roberton have assessed, 75 per cent were
considered sodic when exchangeable sodium

percentage tests were used. “However,
only 48 per cent had dispersive soils.
This is a huge error rate and has
economic consequences for growers who
apply gypsum where it is not needed. It
also erodes confidence in gypsum use,”
Professor Bennett says. “Instead, a dispersion
test – a direct measure of soil stability –
should become standard for on-farm soil
analysis.”
The researchers have been working with
growers such as Jack to better understand the
major soil constraints in the northern region –
compaction and sodic and/or dispersive soils.
With Jack, they are now working to
develop variable-rate gypsum plans,
Dr Roberton says. “The work we have
done with Jack highlights the importance of
accurate soil constraint diagnosis. If done

Lou Flohr (front) and Damon Perks take a break from seeding on the 4500-hectare Flohr and Co property at Lameroo in South Australia’s Mallee region.
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By Clarisa Collis

properly, we can help map areas of the farm
which offer the best return on investment for
soil amelioration.”
Jack is also keen to address soil constraints
methodically. “We want to better understand
our soil types at depth because our hunch is
not always right.”
He hopes to keep working with
Dr Roberton. “Stirling has been really
helpful. A lot of the time we want to
address an issue, but we don’t know where
to go to better understand the soil and fix it,
or how to action it. Through this project,
I am understanding more and knowing
where to start.” The next step is creating
maps after soil is tested at different depths.
“We’ll tackle the low-hanging fruit first, but it
is an important first step.”

n The South Australian town of
Lameroo is said to be an oasis in the dry
southern Mallee region, so called for its
verdant pockets of lawns and trees.
But the impression of an oasis ends as the
town merges into Mallee dune swale country,
where surrounding broadacre crops are exposed
to the climatic extremes of drought and frost.
Adapting to the challenge of this
sometimes-harsh cropping landscape, a
farming family has built a hay enterprise that
provides important refuge from seasonal risk.
Flohr and Co – a partnership between Lou
Flohr and Andy Hunt, and Lou’s parents Gary
and Janet Flohr – runs a 4500-hectare mixed
farming operation.
The partnership’s hay program – oats, vetch

n Potential benefits from adopting machine
learning technology for grains-based
research are being assessed through GRDC
investment in nine proof-of-concept projects.
The projects target challenges considered
‘intractable’ by the grains industry and defined
as ‘complex’ by scientists.
These are challenges in which crop yield,
productivity or resilience are affected not by a
single, direct cause, but rather, many variables
collude and refer to each other within webs of
interaction. These problems are consequently
perceived as having no clear causal element

for yield fluctuations according to standard
analytical methods.
An example is when expression from a
network of genes makes concurrent reference
to environmental conditions, nutrient levels
and pathogen loads. Additionally, gene
expression across the entire genome can feel
the repercussions from these interactions,
which results in variable patterns of yield being
associated with that genotype.
GRDC manager of data analytics Dr Jeff
Cumpston says current breeding challenges
increasingly fall into this ‘too complex’
category, which limits the power of field trials
to account for yield variation.
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“Breeders are doing all they can to account
for the way living organisms respond and adjust
to environmental conditions and management
practices,” he says. “They have techniques,
such as linear-mixed models, to estimate a
gene’s contribution to yield. What we are now
exploring is whether machine learning provides
an opportunity to uncover more complex
relationships in the data that went unnoticed
with traditional analytical methods.”
Machine learning uses computer algorithms
to detect correlations between measurements
of crop performance and the outcomes in
terms of yield (or grain quality) within the
accumulated big data generated by breeding

By Dr Gio Braidotti

work, pre-breeding research, soil analysis,
pathogen diagnostics, climate data and more.
“Machine learning involves detecting
patterns within a mix of variables that strongly
associate with yield outcomes, with the aim of
building a model that can ultimately predict
outcomes given real-time measurements,”
Dr Cumpston says. “Applied to breeding, for
example, this would result in predictions about
the best genotypes relative to environmental
conditions. This approach is unlimited in the
complexity it can handle and can uncover
causal interactions that industry currently
struggles to detect.”

n Potential benefits from adopting machine
learning technology for grains-based
research are being assessed through GRDC
investment in nine proof-of-concept projects.
The projects target challenges considered
‘intractable’ by the grains industry and defined
as ‘complex’ by scientists.
These are challenges in which crop yield,
productivity or resilience are affected not by a
single, direct cause, but rather, many variables
collude and refer to each other within webs of
interaction. These problems are consequently
perceived as having no clear causal element
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and vetch/canola – grown on 900ha helps to
spread seasonal risk across its grains program
of wheat and barley produced on 2025ha.
Lou, who is a grower, agronomist and
GRDC Southern panel member, says the hay
enterprise was mainly established to counter
grain cropping losses resulting from frost.
She says frost generally causes 20 to 40
per cent yield losses across the farm’s wheat
and barley crops. In 2019, for example, severe
frost wiped out nearly half its cereal program,
planted at the time on 900ha.
The hay enterprise also helps shield the
farm business from grain losses due to moisture
stress in dry seasonal conditions.
Lou says the contrasting performance
of grain and hay crops in different growing
conditions means the operation has a profitable
enterprise in both dry and wet seasons.
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Hay enterprise
provides risk
buffer for crops

With his parents, Jack Pearlman farms 3300 hectares at North Star in northern New South Wales. He is keen to find out more about soil constraints, with researchers helping him hone where ameliorants should be placed.

n After watching the mapping of 40
hectares on his northern New South Wales
property as part of a GRDC trial, grower
Jack Pearlman thought he would check the
other end of the paddock before applying
gypsum. It was a decision that saved the
North Star grower more than $50,000.
Jack, who farms 3300ha with his parents
Michael and Kylie, was planning to apply
gypsum to about 185ha to address what he
believed were sodicity issues.
“It was going to cost about $300/ha,” he
says. Before he did, though, he sent a few soil
samples to Dr Stirling Roberton and Professor
John McLean Bennett at the University of
Southern Queensland. They are undertaking
trials on the Pearlmans’ farm as part of a
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for yield fluctuations according to standard
analytical methods.
An example is when expression from a
network of genes makes concurrent reference
to environmental conditions, nutrient levels
and pathogen loads. Additionally, gene
expression across the entire genome can feel
the repercussions from these interactions,
which results in variable patterns of yield being
associated with that genotype.
GRDC manager of data analytics Dr Jeff
Cumpston says current breeding challenges
increasingly fall into this ‘too complex’
category, which limits the power of field trials
to account for yield variation.
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